4K HDR
compatible screen

HF102
To all HDRcompatible projectors

In order to meet the requirement of HDR contents, screens are also required to have high brightness
and a wide range of contrast ratios.
"REIRODORU: Fabric-type HF102" was born in such background.

REIRODORU (HF102) is
suitable for TP
(Tab tension electric screen)
and
PX(Fixed frame screen)
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The HDR technology that makes closer to the “Capability to distinguish gradations” that human eyes naturally have.
REIRODORU offers a contrast of 10 times increased comparing with the conventional diffusive Pure Mat III Cinema.
And moreover, it is equipped with a newly developed "wide-gradation scale" fourth screen that suppresses hotspots and combines
the best characteristics of reflective screen and diffusive screen.It is an HDR screen that fits each maker's HDR compatible projectors
and provide maximum performance for you.

■ A screen that makes use of the wide gradation of

Reflection characteristic image of
a wide gradation type (HDR screen)

HDR-compatible projectors.

■ High gain (luminance) screen with a gain of 2.7.
■ Surface processing reduced hot spots to the utmost limits.
■ It offers a high viewing angle that allows comfortable viewing

A high gain can be obtained, and even after the gain
falls below 1.0, the descending curve is gentle and a
natural image is reproduced. In addition, even if
ambient light enters, it reflects like a beads type.

even off centre position.

■ A fabric screen which carried on the tradition of Pure Mat.
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